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New York Times best-selling author Joyce Meyer shares a purposeful approach to everyday living,

helping listeners claim the good things God has in store for them each day. Today is no ordinary

day. You may perform simple routines, feel uninspired, or lack the excitement of hope. But today

could be the most important one of your life - depending on how you choose to spend it. Joyce

Meyer, New York Times best-selling author, encourages you not to waste another minute. There is

something special, valuable waiting for you to discover in each day. And when you spend time with

God daily, asking him to help you find it, you'll unlock the wonderful purpose he has in store for you.

When you commit to letting God direct you, instead of resting passively in your own

disappointments, you'll be open to receive greater happiness and blessings than you ever thought

possible. All you need is the right encouragement. With over four decades of experience helping

others find fulfillment, Joyce shares key biblical insights and personal stories that will help you make

the most of this moment and seize the day!
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Have you ever felt frustrated at the end of the day, wondering what happened to all your good

intentions? Meyer provides encouragement to live each day on purpose, to live the life God meant

for you.She covers many topics, such as what we know is God's will and the importance of being

willing to choose it. She reminds us that what we do here matters for eternity. She writes about the

importance of wisdom, making the most of our time, how to avoid wasting time, the necessity of

determination and trusting God, planning yet listening to God, the benefit of being organized, and



the importance of controlling thoughts.Meyer provides general encouragement. She does not give

any strategies nor practical steps to do what she encourages. For example, on being organized, she

writes, Ã¢Â€ÂœFind a plan or system that works for you...Ã¢Â€Â• (125) She also suggests reading

other books to find specific help but does not provide a list of possible ones to choose from.I have

found Meyer to always be encouraging and this book is no exception. We are encouraged to live

our purpose with passion every day. She writes, Ã¢Â€ÂœWhy not make a decision that you are

going to pursue the best life you can possibly have, and then actively go for it?Ã¢Â€Â• (156) What is

missing is a strategy or practical suggestions on how to actively go for that best life.I recommend

this book to those who have the tools for disciplines such as time management and organization but

just need some encouragement to get going.Food for thought: Ã¢Â€ÂœHow would our lives change

if we made all of our decisions with a view of eternity in mind?Ã¢Â€Â• (27)I received a

complimentary copy of this book from the publisher for the purpose of an independent and honest

review.

I love Joyce. I consider myself a graduate of her school of grow up and get over yourself! Seize the

Day is pure Joyce - pure Joy! I think she's taken every single one of her messages over the last four

decades and put them in this book.My favorite part are the quote boxes throughout. "A day of worry

is more exhausting than a week of work." "Passion keeps us going even in times when we want to

give up."If you're new to Joyce Meyer - get to know her in this book.If you and Joyce go way back,

like I do? Take a refresher course!Seize the Day - Living on Purpose and Making Every Day Count,

is written for YOU!

Celebrate Every Day With JoyWhen the day has worn your down, it seems like there is nothing but

darkness in the tunnel, and your heart hurts from the pain you must never give up because God

never gives up on you. He has a divine vision for your life and Joyce Meyer helps you see the hope

that each day brings one page at a time.Through her thoughts, highlighted text, and bible passages

you are guided to accept that you are perfect even though you error or make less than perfect

decisions. Each chapter is written in a concise format that wraps up with a summary to help you

review what was discussed but also to give the reader pause and make sure you fully understood

what was discussed. In our rush to absorb the material you may have missed an important

statement or reference that a summary reminds you a reread is never a bad idea.Each chapter filled

me with hope and inspired me to remember that the plans I have made are not the one God may

have for me and while mine are good, His are perfect. What drew me in the most is the chapter



about showing patience, kindness, and love to others but also to yourself. We are our own worst

critic and now is the time to be your own best friend and cheerleader simply by listening to the

words God speaks to you every day.Each book written by Joyce Meyer provides enlightenment,

hope, and joy for which I am very appreciative.

Carpe diemHow many times have you woke up in the Morning with the intention of living each day

to the fullest, but as stress comes your way - you forget about your morning's plan.These days are

living in what I like to call the "Microwave Life" - we want what we want, but we want it to happen in

a blink of an eye. Then when things don't work out in our unrealistic timeframe - we tend to get

discouraged.Seize the Day encourages readers to commit to letting GOD directs their steps through

life. Each day we wake up we are blessed with another opportunity to live on purpose. She also

encourages us to study God's Word and strengthen our relationship with him. The more we study

God's Word, the more answers you will find regarding your life.Joyce Meyer has a created another

resourceful tool to accompany your Bible in your Walk with the Lord. There's also a summary of

each chapter that will help readers retain the information they have read. Don't start this book with

the expectation of Joyce Meyer spelling everything out for you. When it boils down to it - You have

to DO THE WORK. Remember without the TEST you won't have the TESTIMONY.
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